Should I
Capitalize
This Word?

Is it the ﬁrst word in the headline?
No
Yes

Is it part of a proper noun? Is it the name
of a particular person, place, or thing? Examples
include Alice, London, and September.

No

A headline-style capitalization
decision tree

Yes

Is it a word that’s conventionally styled all in
lowercase within the name? Examples include
the von in John von Neumann and da in
Leonardo da Vinci.

By David Agnew & Derek Agnew
Based on The Chicago Manual of Style guidelines

Yes
No

Is it the English word a, an, and, as, but, for,
nor, or, the, or to? These words are articles and
coordinating conjunctions.

DON’T CAPITALIZE IT
No

Yes

Is it a proper noun that conventionally follows
nonstandard capitalization? Examples include
eBay and iPhone.

Does it commence a title or quotation?

Yes

No

Yes

No

FOLLOW THE
CONVENTIONAL
CAPITALIZATION

CAPITALIZE IT

CAPITALIZE IT

DON’T CAPITALIZE IT

Does the word designate the species within
the full taxonomic classiﬁcation of an
organism? Examples include the rex in
Tyrannosaurus rex and crispata in Elysia crispata.

Is the word a preposition? Common examples
include about, away, despite, from, in, on, over,
throughout, up, and without—but there are
hundreds. When in doubt, look it up!
Yes

No

Yes

No

DON’T CAPITALIZE IT
Is the word the second part of a hyphenated
compound?

No

Is the preposition part of a phrasal verb?
Examples include the up in look up, away in
turn away, in in zoom in, and to in come to
(but not the to in inﬁnitive verbs).

Yes

Is the ﬁrst part of the hyphenate a complete
word, as opposed to a preﬁx that could not
stand by itself? Examples include the ﬁrst in
ﬁrst-born, record in record-breaking, and
two in two-thirds (but not the pre- in
pre-eminent, anti- in anti-intellectual, or
co- in co-opted).
Yes

CAPITALIZE IT

Yes
No

Is the preposition part of a Latinate phrase?
Examples include the at in audax at ﬁdelis and in
in in situ.

Yes

CAPITALIZE IT

No
No

CAPITALIZE
BOTH PARTS

CAPITALIZE
THE PREFIX ONLY

Yes

Is the preposition used as an adjective or
adverb? Examples include the off in off switch
and in in the in crowd.
No
Yes

Is the preposition the last word
in the headline?

DON’T CAPITALIZE IT
No

